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Chapter 21 

The Consequences of Income Inequality for 
Redistributive Policy in the United States 

GabrielS. Lenz 

I\ !though the United States has one of the highest levels of income inequality among 
.[\.. developed countries, pre-tax-and-transfer income inequality is only 7 percent higher 
than the average for twelve other ad,•anced industrial nations (Hacker et al. 2003, 4- S): In 
other words, market income inequality is not much higher in the United States than in these 
countries. What differentiates the United States is that taxes and transfers do not redis
tribute income to the same degree. Although average pre-tax-and-transfer inequality is only 
7 percent higher, inequality after taxes and transfers is almost 30 percent higher. Since the 
early 1980s the degree to which taxes and transfers reduce inequality increased 1 0 percent 
among these other nations. By contrast, taxes and transfers now reduce inequality less in the 
United States than they did in the mid-1980s. Much of this decrease probably results from 
lower welfare benefits, which, by some measures, declined by more than 40 percent be
tween 1972 and 1991 (Danziger and Gottschalk 1995). 

Why has the United States adopted less effective redistributive programs compared 
with similar nations, and why have these programs decreased while wage inequali ty in· 
creaRed-the reverse of what occurred in other countries? In the United States, state 
governments control many of the programs that redistribute income. A rapidly expanding 
cross-national literature has investigated the determinants of redistribution, focusing in par
ticular on the effect of income inequality, but very little recent research has investigated 
these relationships at the U.S. state level. To some extent, this is surprising and bound to 
change. Much of the cross-national research uses small samples of developed countr ies. The 
United States presents a remarkable laboratory for research with its fifty states, which have 
similar cultures and institutions, and better and more comparable data are available for U.S. 
states than for developed countries. To begin to investigate these questions, I review the 
literature on the determinants of redistributive public policy, focusing on the potential role 
of inequality in explaining these policies. l supplement this review with preliminary analysis. 

THEORY 

\Vhy might inequality affect public policy? Scholars have developed a number of theories 
about inequality's influence on redistribution, and they have often led to contradictory 
~tedictions. The most common prediction about inequality and redistribution is that greater 
lllcquality leads to greater redistribution. A number of very different theories make this 
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predlction. The most frequently cited suggests that increased inequality in pretax earnings 
leads to greater political demands for redistributive policies (Meltzer and Richard I 981; 
Roberts 1977; Romer 1975). The median voter model provides the logic behind this theory 
(Black 1958). Candidates for political office can maximize their chances of election victory 
by adopting the issue position of the median voter- the voter w;th the middle position on a 
particular issue.t The individual with the median income will be relatively poorer in more 
unequal societies. The more unequal the income distribution, the more the median v0 ter 
has to gain through •·edistribution if net transfers, measured as government-provided bene
fits minus taxes, are progressive. Thus, the median voter should increasingly prefer greater 
redistribution as his or her income declines relative to the mean. To increase the odds of 
victory, candidates for political office should adopt an increasingly redistl'ibutive issue posi
tion as the median voter's income falls below the mean. If candidates follow this strategy, 
and if the winning candidate enacts policies that reflect his or her issue positions, th~ 
increased income inequality should result in increased redistribution. 

ln part, the median-voter-model prediction is popular among researchers because it j.s 
robust to a number of assumptions, assumptions that might seem problematic. For instanCe. 
one assumption to which this prediction is robust is that the median voter Jut:re;~si11Pl1-,: 
benefits from redistribution as his or her income falls below the mean. This is pr<)bJemtatie>: 
because many redistributive programs benefit only those with low incomes. 
Thomas Husted (1989) has developed a model of redistributive policy that directly 
only the poor; such as welfare programs, but results in the same prediction-that is, 
greater inequality leads to greater redistribution. For those with low incomes, he SUJ~C:!st:sj 
the desire for income redistribution is high and the cost in terms of taxes is low. 
wealthier individuals, the cost jn terms of the taxes associated with such programs 
because of tax progressivity, and they have access to alternative safety .nets, such as 
savings and unemployment insurance. However, at high levels of income the demand 
redistribution because of altruism or as a method to alleviate the potentia] for criihe 
social unrest may exceed the higher cost in terms of taxes and lower social in!:nt"l~n.a 
requirements. Thus, the poor and the rich may desire redistribution while those in 
middle oppose it. Using public opinion data to test this hypothesis, Husted finds that 
poorest and the wealthiest individuals express a greater desire for spending on 
programs compared with those in the middle of the income distribution. Since 
come distributions have more individuals in the tails, support for redistribution 
crease, according to this theory, as inequality increases. This prediction arises out 
median voter framework, but the median voter is no longer pivotal because the 
for redistribution js concave with respect to income. Thus, the median voter h·o,m,,w,:lrK 
lead to this prediction without assuming that redistribution necessarily benefits the 
voter. 

The prediction that greater inequality leads to greater redistribution js also 
relaxing the assumption that candidates concern themselves only with election 
alternative view holds that, in addition to winning, the political parties and their 
care about policy outcomes and 1·epresent the interests and values of different ,..,...,,ctitnel 

(Alesina and Rosenthal 1995; Calvert 1985; Wittman 1977, 1983). ln this approach, 
want to win elections in order to enact their preferred policies. Thus, the parties 
converge to the position of the median voter. However, even though competing 
not converge, growing inequality may jncrease the probability that those representing 
income individuals "vill win elections. Consequently, models that relax the 

the parties converge to the median voter can also p•·edict that greater inequality wiU lead to 
greater rec}jstribution . 3 

Other researchers have e..xplained redistribution not through the median voter model 
but through special-interest-group or pork-harrel models of politics, and they have often 
resulted in the same prediction (Becker 1983; Cox and McCubbins 1986; Lidbeck and 
Weibull 1993; Pelttman 1976). In these models, vote-maximizing politicians balance the 
votes gained from the poor against the votes lost li·01n other groups because of the higher 
taxes required to fund higher bencllts. A number of researchers have applied this model to 
redistributive policy in the United States but have not considered the potential role of 
income inequality (Baumgardner 1993; Plotnick and Winters 1.985). Different assumptions 
in these models lead to difr'erent predictions, bur some are consistent with the theory that 
greater inequality leads to greater redistribution because it may provide more votes for pro
redi~tribution candidates. Avinash Dixit and john Londregan (1996, 1143) note that, other 
things being equal, the poor do well in these models because their votes are relatively 
cbeap. Politicians can more easily purchase the votes of lowe·r-income individuals because 
the incremental dollar matters much more to them than it does to the wealthy. 

Although much theory results in the prediction that greater inequality leads to greater 
redistribution, cross-national evidence on it is mixed. While Branko Milanovic (2000), for 
example, finds that greater inequality in market incomes c0rresponds with greater redis
tribution, most other cross-national studies find no relationship or a negative one (Benabou 
1996; Mocne and Wallerstein 200 I; Perotti 1994, 1996). Even though this prediction is 
tobust to relaxing some assumptions, these contradictory results may arise because the 
theories rely on a number of other mor.e unrealistic assumptions about voters, institutions, 
candidates, and parties. In reviewing the literatw·e on redistribution in the United States, I 
focus on two problematic assumptions. 

First, many of these theories assume that >vith greater inequality there will be more 
lower-income voters compan!d with wealthier voters (those below the mean income com
pared with those above); However, lower-income voters are less likely to vote and participate 
in politics generally (Verba, Schlozman, and Brady I 995) . Thus, greater inequality may lead 
to relatively more lower-income individuals, but not relatively more lower-income voters. 

The second problematic assumption on which I focus is that elections are fought over a 
single issue- in this case, redistribution. If voters consider more than one issue during 
elections, which they most certainly do, then there exists no best position for the candidates 
(McKelvey 1976; Plott 1976; Riker 1980). As a result, the candidates1 platforms on redis
tribution will not necessarily converge to that of the median voter nor will pro-redistribu
tion parties necessarily benefit from greater numbers of poor votet·s. Thus, the prediction 
that redistribution will increase as inequality increases holds only when people cast votes 
based on this issue. The poor and other groups may often vote on issues other than redis
tribution. Examples of such issues among the poor in the United States include race (see 
Key 1949) and anticommunism. Thus, one of the many potential explanations for the mixed 
cross-national results is that the political parties do not converge to the median voter's 
~osition on redistribution because elections and party systems involve many issues, not 
snnply the distribution of wealth . 
. Some evidence suggests that the parties have become increasingly polarized by income 
~ ~he United States, making this assumption potentially less problematic. Nolan McGarty, 
Q etth Poole, and Howard Rosenthal (2003, 5) find that in the period following World War 

tespondents fwm the highest income quintile were only slightly more likely to identify as 
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Republicans than were respondents from the lmvest quintile. In the 1990s, 
dents in the highest quintile were more than twice as likely to identify as 
were those in the lowest. 

lncome ine<tuality could have caused this polarization . Given a -.u'""T, ..... 
benveen income and partisanship, an increase in the width of the income 
result in greater polari1.ation by income. However, McCarty and his colleagues. 
that growing inequauty has not caused the polarization. Instead, the effect of 
itself increased. Analysis of congressional roll call YOtes suggests that the 
have also diverged since the 1970s, though not necessarily on the issue of 
(Poole and Rosenthal 1997). 

Although I do not examine it in the contex't of the United States, ano'\th ..,.. 

assumption of these theories worthy of mention is that candidates will enact 
after winning an election. Greater inequality may lead to the election of more 
more candidates who stand for greater redistribution, but they may not nnnl"'·-· 

levels of redistribution while in office. Concern for future elections or for the 
their party may create incentives for candidates to enact their platforms, but we 
about the strength of these incentives. 

Tn an analysis of U.S. senators' roll call votes and their constituents' om.moillj 
(2002) provides an example of voting behavior that does not reflect the 
opinion. He finds that senators appear to be much more responsive to the 
affluent constituents than to the opinions of constituents with modest incomes. 
his estimates suggest that constituents at the seventy-fifth percentile of the income 
tion have almost three times as much influence on senators' general voting patterns 
at the twenty-fifth percentile. These trends are evident among both Democratic 
lican senators, but especially among Republicans. Bartels's llndings suggest that 
not vote the preferences of the median voter in their constituencies but those of 
voters. 

Scholars have developed a number of other theories about the relationship 
inequality and redistribution that lead to very different predictions. Although this 
public policy and inequauty in the United States focuses on the prediction that 
inequality leads to greater redistribution, it is worth briefly re\iewing these 

ln contrast to the thesis that greater inequality leads to greater redistribution, 
line of reasoning leads to the opposite prediction. Like Husted ( 1989), a number of 
have developed theories that do not assume that redistribution directly benefits the 
voter; their theorizing leads to the opposite prediction-that greater inequality 
less redistribution (G1·ogan 1994, 593; Moffitt, Ribar, and Wilhelm 1998). Voters, 
theories suggest, prefer to tic welfare benefits to low-skilled wages for a number. of 
For instance, falling wages may induce greater case1oads, drjving up the cost o.t a 
increase in benefits. As low-income wages fall , welfare benefits must also fall to 
creating work disincentives. Finally, falling wages ma)' create a gap hetween . 
nonwelfare working poor that voters may wish to reduce with benellt reductiOnS. 
falling wages among low-skilled workers may lead to lower welfare benefits. If mean 
rises or· remains unchanged, then a fall in low-skilled workers' wages will correspond 
increase in inequality. Thus, rising inequality in the lower tail of the income 
should lead to less redistribution, at least through welfare programs. 

Finally, one theory makes different predictions depending on the degree of 
clifferent parts of the income distribution. Using a pork-barrel politics framework, 
Kristov, Peter Lindert, and Robert McClelland ( 1992) suggest that the extent of 
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ends not on how much voter·s will benefit immediately from redistribution but on 
cl~':ffmity with those wealthier and poorer than themselves and their perceptions of the 

tbat they will need future transfers. The authors contend that the shape of the 
distribution determines in large part these perceptions of affinity and mobility. In 

with a wide gap between those in the middle and those at the bottom, middle
iJtdiddua1s have less social affinity for, and perceive themselves as less likely to find 

-es among, those \\'ith lower incomes. Consequently, the middle class wants less 
__ , .... n,nn as the income gap between the middle and the bottom increases. Similarly, 

wider the income gap between the middle and the top, tl1e less sociaL affinity those in 
middle have for those at the top, and the less Likely they are to think that they will soon 

the top. Thus, the mjddJe class wants more redistribution as the income gap between 
roiddle and the top increases. KristO\' and his colleagues test their theory on thirteen 

countries between 1960 and 1981 and frnd support for their hypotheses: wider 
gaps between the middle and the bottom arc associated with less redistribution; 

income gaps between the middle and the top are associated with more Tedistribution. 

EVIDENCE 

what extent do these theories explain variation in policies regarding redistribution in 
United States, both across time and across states? Very little research has investigated this 
question, and most focuses on specific policies, like welfare or Medicaid, and, with notable 
exceptions, generally docs not address theory about redistribution. 

The theories reviewed here make predictions that depend on the level of income 
Inequality. Researchers can test these theories only if income inequality varies across states 
or across time. To what extent does income inequality vary across states and across time? 
Since its low in 1968, the Gini coefficient of family income, a standard measure of inequal
ity, has risen by more than 20 percent (U.S. Department of Commerce 2002). Figure 21.1 
plots Gini coefficients for household income from 1976 to 1995 for each state and includes 
95 percent confldence intervals. ' This figure suggests that most states have experienced a 
CO~iderable rise in income inequality and that states vary considerably in their initial level 
of mequality. New York experienced the largest increase in inequality, 0.091, and a number 
of states experienced little or no increase in inequality, including Utal1, Arkansas, and 
~Iaska. Figure 21.2 plots states' Gini coefficients for 1995 by their coefficients for 1976. If 
lllequali ty bad remained stable over time, tl1en states should fall on a forty-five-degree llne, 
which is drawn as a solid line in tl1is figure. However, the figure suggest~ large increases 
an~, to some extent, a regression to the mean. The dashed line plots predicted values from 
a tnear regression. Its slope suggests that inequality increased somewhat less among the 
:~st _une.qual states and somewhat more among the least unequal. Depending on the theory, 

15 r1se m inequality can lead to either greater or lesser redistribution. 
le :esting theories about the relationship between inequality and redistribution is prob
R 111~tic for a number of reasons, the most important of which is probably endogeneity. 
lncdtstribution most likely inBuenccs income ineqttality and income inequality most likely 
flu~nces redistribution. Researchers attempt to measure pre-tax-and-transfer income in

~u~ltty, but these measures are imperfect , and government policy may also influence mar-
.t rncomes. Consequently, finding Lhat increases in inequality result in increases in rcdis
~Ution may be difficult because the redistribution may mask measurements of increased 
lllequality biasing estimates. 

Given these problems, there has been little research to test these theories in the 
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United States. ln facr, the only time-series study that addresses redistribution generally is by 
Kathy J. Hayes, Daniel ]. Slottje, and Susan Porter-Hudak ( 1991 ), who explicitly investigate 
the impact of inequality on federal redistributive spending. 5 Using census data on income 
inequality, these authors examine the effect of inequality on U.S. federal tax progressivity 
and federal public assistance expenditures, such as welfare, and on the share of total income 
held hy each quintik of the income distribution. Using data from 1952 to 1982, they find 
that the share of inrome held by the middle and top quintiles corresponds with levels of 
public assistance. As the income share of the third and fourth quintiles rises, federal expen
ditures on public lSsistance appear to increase. However, the authors measure policy 
through expenditures, which can be problematic. More important, states, not the federal 
government, control many of these policies. Given the variation in income inequality across 
States, it seems likdy that state-level inequality, not federal, drives state policy, though 
research must eventllally test both alternatives. 

. Other than this paper by Hayes and her colleagues (1991), most research on redistribu
tion in the United States focuses on particular policies. Federal, state, and local govern
lllents provide a number of income-tested benefits that redistribute income, including wel
fare, medical benefitJ, food stamps, and housing benefits, to name a few. Almost all of the 
tesearch that investigates the determinants of the generosity of these programs focuses on 
WelJare or Medicaid, which make up the bulk of spending on means-tested programs. Out 
of total spending 01: income-tested benefits in 2000, the federal 
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percent on medical benefits, primarily through Medicaid, and state and local P"ov• ....... .lll 

spent 72 percent (U.S. Department of Commerce 2002, no. 5 J 5) . . Cash bcneGts 
24 percent of federal income-tested spending and 15 percent of state and local 
tested spending. Researchers have also focused on welfare and Medicaid because state 
ernments largely control the generosity of such programs, providing the \'ariance 
states that is critical to analysis. Thus, I review the research on these programs. To 
redistribut.i,·e policies, states must tax their populations, and states can use taxes to 
tribute income independently of transfer programs. Thus, I also review the literature 
determinants of tax progressivity. Finally, 1 briefly discuss other government policies 
can influence the distribution of income but that researchers have not yet studied. 

WELFARE POLICY 

Most research on policy related to redistribution in the United States focuses on the 
Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) program. Originating with the Social 
Act of 1935, the AFDC program provided support to single-parent families and, in 
states, to families with one unemployed parent whose income met the state's 
standard. In 1994, not long before the AFDC program was replaced, almost 4 
families depended on AFDC. Although state government~ administered AFDC, the 
government provided a majodty of its funds. Federal reimbursement rates for AFDC 
ments have ranged from 50 percent for states with per capita income above the 
median to 83 percent for states with the lowest per capita incomes. State governments 
the maximum benefit levels and the eligibility standards (Tweedie 1994). 

According to a number of the theories discussed earlie•-, we should expect 
ine<juality to be associated with greater redistribution. Although scholars have COlllQllall 

little research into the relationship between inequality and welfare policy, a few early 
used cross-sectional data from the 1960s to test for such a relationship. For 
Thomas Dye ( 1969) found that greater income inequality is associated with less spending 
welfare and education, the opposite of the expected relationship. In one of the few 
focus primarily on inequality and state-level public. expenditures, David Jacobs (1980) 
that this unexpected relationship holds with other measures of income inequality and 
trolling for a state's capacity to afford redistribution. • Reviewing tltis literature, Jacobs 
Waldman (1983) concluded that in states with the most pronounced income 
expenditures are likely to be lower not only on AFDC but for other redistributive 
Uacobs 1980).7 More recently, Charles Barrilleaux and Belinda C. Davis (2003) 
similar relationship using data from 1980 and 1990. Thus, these findings appar~ntl~· 
diet the prediction that greater inequality leads to greater redistribution. Inequality 15 

ated with less, not more, recBstribution. 
However inferences from associations across states in a given year arc 

because corr:lation docs not necessarily mean causation. Other factors that this 
does not take into account, including endogencity, could explain this relationship. 
changes over time permits stronger conClusions about causation. In a.ddition, these 
are part of a large literature in political science that reports cross-sectional analyses 
welfare expenditures. Unforttmately, much of this literature measures welfare benefits 
data on expendittLres. Expenditures do not necessarily measure policy because 
ment and other factors, including public policy, drive welfare e>.."Penditures (Hanson 1 
3 J 3 15; Plotnick 1986, 598). Recent research often measures AFDC policy with 
come guarantee, which also frequently serves as the eligibility requirement- Some 
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continue to use expenditure measures because of their availability, but more research is 
needed to determine the degree to which expenditures reflect policy. 

Ylore recently, economists and political scientists have conducted a number of pooled 

0111e-series analyses "'ith better measures of state welfare policy, though many focus on 
nonpolitical determinants of welfare policy, with some notable exceptions (Albritton 1989; 
!-{ill , Leighley, and Hinton-Andersson 1995; Moffitt 1990; Peterson and Rom 1989; Soss et 
al. 2001; Tweedie 1994). Most or these recent studies have failed to include income in
equali~·· ln his review of the literature on the determinants of AFDC policy, Jack Tweedie 
(1994, 655- 56) makes no mention of inequality. 

Only two papers have tested the hypothesis that greater inequality leads to greater 
redistribution on AFDC policy across time. Using data from four years in the late 1970s and 
early 1980s, Husted (1989) estimates a random-effects model., measuring income inequality 
"<ith the log of the variance of iJ1come. To measure AFDC policy, he uses the L-eal effective 
state AFDC guarantee to a family of four. Husted finds a positive relationship between his 
measure of income inequality and the real effective welfare benefit guarantee. Based on a 
numher of assumptions and holding all else equal, his •-esults suggest tlmt the state with tl1e 
highest level of inequality would have an expected welfare benefit S20 higher than that of 
the state Vlrjth the least income inequality- a reasonably small effect given that the mean 
benefit was S 127, with a standard deviation of $49. 

ln another paper, Husted and Kenny ( 1997) examine the effects of eliminating poll 
taxes and other barriers to voting on state and local government spending, and they include 
a measure of income inequality as a control. Using data from 1950 to 1988, they estimate a 
model that includes fixed effects for years and states and measures inequality as the differ
ence between the first- and third-quartile family incomes, divided by median family income. 
As their dependent variable, they use total welfare expenditures, \Vhich includes AFDC as 
weU as Old-Age Assistance, Aid to the Blind and to the Disabled, and other programs. 
Unfortunately, better measures of AFDC policy are unavailable back to 1950. Their results 
suggest that the state with the highest level of inequality would have an expected welfare 
benefit $65 (in 1982 dollars) higher than that of the state with the least income inequality
a large effect giYen that the mean benefit was S 140, with a standard de,-iation of $83. 

These results provide some mixed support for the theories suggesting that greater 
inequality leads to greater redistribution. They also contradict the majority of the cross
national findings, which tend to find no relationship or the opposite relationship. Scholars 
will need to replicate these results with longer time series, better measures of welfare 
policy, and other measures of income inequality. ln addition, these findings contradict evi 
dent national trends in both inequality and AFDC spending. Given that inequality has in
creased dramatically in the Urtited States, the hypothesis that greater inequality leads to 
greater redistribution suggests that redistribution should increase. However, AFDC benefits 
dr~ppecl considerably during tl1e same period when inequality was increasing, prima facie 
ev1dence against this hypothesis. The tact of increasing inequality witb decreasing benefits 
appears to contradict the hypothesis that greater inequality leads to greater redistribution. 

Of course, states vary considerably in the degree to wltich inequality increased and in 
the degree to which their welfare policy became less generous, as illustrated in figure 21 .1 . 
A~cording to one measure of state AFDC policy, the maximum amount that state govern
ments pay per month for a family of four, in 1996 dollars, decreased from S723 to S4 74 
between 1976 and 1995.' Oregon decreased its benefit the most, lowering it by more than 
S500, although Alaska actually increa~ecl its welfare benefit by about S50. 

Although the national trends contradict the prediction that 
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TABLE 21.1 ExpluininB the Decrease in Welfare Ben~fits Bei.ween 1976 and 1995 

Real maximum AFDC 1976 

Gini 1995 minus 1976 

SER 
Constant 

R-squarcd 
Number of cases 

- 0.398 
(0.054) 

-130.97 
(526.68) 

96.00 
44.80 

(48.69) 
0.54 

so 

l\ote: Tlw dependent variable is the diOc rcnce between the 1976 and 1995 maximum welfare guarantee 
family of four in 1996 dollars and is a\•ailahle from www.econ.jhu.edu/Peop1e/ Mollht/ DataSets.html. See 
21 . I lor Gini cot•fncient~ source. 

redistribution, states that experienced the greatest increase in ine9uality may have 
enced a smaller decrease in welfare generosity. To conduct a simple and preliminary 
this possibility, I reg1·essed the difference between states' maximum welfare benefit 
family of four in 1976 and 1995 on the dilference in their Gini coelllcients for the 
peridd. Table 21 . I presents this result. I include the ma.ximum AFDC benefit in 1976 as 
only controL Its coefficient suggests that states with the most generous programs in 1 
experienced the greatest decrease in generosity. Since higher values of the AFDC 
difference suggest a smaller drop in welfare spending, the coefficient for the Gini 
suggests that greater increases in inequality are associated with greater decreases in 
benefits, the opposite of the expected result, but the coefficient is substantively small 
far from statistically signitlcant. • Thus, neither the cross-sectional relationship, the decline 
wcUare benetlts, nor variation in that decline is consistent with the hypothesis that 
inequality leads to greater redistribution. Only Husted (1989) and Husted and Kenny (1 
find support for it. 

There are alternative explanations for the decline in AFDC benefits. For instance, since 
federal government fully funds food stamp benefits but only partially funded AFDC, 
could increase total benefits while r·educing the cost of providing them by cutting A 
benefits, making people more eligible for food stamps (Plotnick 1986, 597). l11e extent 
which the AFDC decline resulted from its replacement with fully fede rally funded programs 
like food stamps remains controversial (Moffitt 1990; Moffitt, Ribar, and Wilhelm 1998). . 

Although these results provide mixed support for the prediction that greater inequahty 
leads to greater redistribution when it comes to welfare spencling in the United States, o~e 
paper's conclw;ions support precisely the opposite result : highe1· inequali ty corresponds Wl~ 
lowe1· wel.fare generosity. Robert Moffitt, David Ribar, and Mark Wilhelm (1998) test thell' 
hypothesis that declining wages among low-skilled workers have led voters to prefer lower 
welfare bend[ts. 10 Voters, they suggest, prefer to tie benefits to low-skilled wages because 
falling wages relative to welfare benefits may decrease incentives to work, increase costs 
because of greater caseloads, and create a gap between the working poor and wclf~re 
recipients. They test this hypothesis using both a 1969 to 1992 panel of state-level data w1th 
General Social Survey (GSS) data on voter preferences and Current Popula~ion Survey 
(CPS) data to determine the voter in each state ·with the median preferred welfare benefit. 
To measure state decisions about welfare benefits, use lhe lo of the real monthly 
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FDC bcneflt per recipient. As their measure of low-skilled ;vages, they use the weekly 
A a e at the twenty-fifth percentile of the stare wage distribution and find similar results ""·i a variety of other measures of low-skilled wages. Their analysis suggests that state 
':,.ernmcnts cut AFDC benefits as the log of real wages among unskilled workers declines. 
g !though their measures of low-skilled wages do not necessarily correspond with overall 
toequality, these measures most likely correspond at least with th_e spread in the ~ottom half 
of the income distribution. Thus, their results appear to contradJct Husted's findmgs and to 

rrcspond more closely with the cross-sectional relationships found in earlier research. We 
con raise questions about Moffitt, Ribar, and Wilhelm's analysis, but their intriguing result is 
C3 h I I nevertheless worthy of further researc . 

Explaining the Mixed Results 

Theories about the influence of inequali ty on redistribution rely on a chain of assumptions: 
that greater inequality leads to more lower-income voters; that voters cast their ballots on 
the issue of redistribution; and that the presence of more lower-income voters results in 
more redistributive policy because either the par·lies shift toward the new position of the 
median voter on redistribution or the parties representing lower-income voters tend to have 
more election success. If any of these assumptions are false, then r ising inequality will not 
lead to greater redistribution. Which seem most problematic? 

Research has tested the assumption that having more lower-income voters leads to 
more redistribution, and the evidence appears to support it. For instance, Hill, Leighley, 
and Hinton-Andersson (1995) find a positive relationship between lower-class voting and the 
generosity of welfare policy between 1978 and 1990. They measure welfare policy benefits 
with two Tariables: the mean AFDC welfare grant and a measure of the relative equity of 
AFDC payments (total AFDC benefits per recipient divided by the state's per capita in
come) . As a measure of lower-class voter turnout, they use CPS self-reports on turnout, 
income, and occupation. 11 Based on data provided in a replication dataset, their result~ 
suggest that a one-point increase in lower-class voter turnout is associated \vith a 24 percent 
increase in the mean welfare payment, a very small effect. n The expected difference in 
mean welfare payments from the state with the lowest to the highest turnout is about S 14. 
According to their measure, mean monthly welfare payments ranged from S39 to S228. 
While lower-income voter turnout appears to have some influence, the effect is quite small. 

Another paper Snds similar results. Using the welfare measure already described, 
Husted and Kenny (1997) also test for an effect of lower-income voter turnout on state 
welfare expenditures. They use the ratio of lower-income voter turnout to voter ttm1out at 
the county level. H Holding all else equal, they find that a fall in this ratio of . 2 would result 
in a 5 to 12 percent rise in welfare spending. 

These findings provide reasonably strong support for the asswnption that when there 
are more lower-income voten there is 9reater redistribution. Thus, we must look to one of 

1:1 

the other assumptions to help explail1 the contradictory evidence on the relationship be-
tween ine9uality and redistribution . 

Research has not yet tested the Eirst assumption- that greater inc9uality leads to more 
lower-income voters. However, some evidence suggests that it might be problematic, since 
those with lower incomes are much less Like.ly to participate in politics (Verba, Schlozman, 
and Brady 1995). [n fact, an early paper found that higher income inequality is associated 
cross-sectionally with lower voter turnout in U.S. elections (Dye 1969). Even though in-

voter turnout lead to 
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lead only to more lower -income individuals, not to more lower -income voters. 
the Jailure of this flrst assumption may explain the contradictory results on inequality 
redistribution. 

Although we need Tesearch that directly tests this assumption, .we can tes~ it 
by looking at the relationship between inequality and the ~uccess of DemocratiC c.anciid;lt'el 
As discussed earlier, some models do not assume that parties converge to the median 
position, but that the candidates and their par ties rep~es~nt ~articular co~s~tuencics. 
d1ese models, rising inequality can lead to greater red•stnbuoon because 1t mcreases 
chances that the party or parties representing the less well-off will win elections. neJret.,-.
rising ineguality should in theory lead to greater success by the party that 
r epresents poorer individuals in the United States-the Democrats. However, 
inequali ty does not lead to more lower-income voters, then jt may not lead to 
Democratic success. Is there any evidence that rising inequality has led to greater 
cratic success? 

Unfortunate ly, research has not investigated this hypothesis. Figure 21.3 pn~se11ts :!i 

simple test of whether greater inequality leads to greater success among Democrats in 
legislatures . It plots the change in inequality over lh·e-year periods against the change in 
proportion of Democrats in the lower house of the state legislatures. The figure pools 
five-vear cli1Ierences between 1976 and 1995 . If growing inequality leads to g reater 
crati~ success, we would expect an increasing trend to these data points. However, 
figu re suggests no evidence that increases in inec1uality are associated with .increases in 
percentage of Democratic legislators. I have replicated this result, calculatmg the 
across varying number of years.11 Although preliminary, this result suggests that 
inequaHty has not led to greater success by Democratic candidates and, indirectly, 
growing inequality does not lead to more lower-income voters relative to wealthier 
If further analysis confirms this negative result, it will pose serious problems for many 
the theories about the relationship between inequality and redistribution, and it may 
the conlndictory results on their relationship. 

Another impo1·tant and potentially problematic assumption that may explain the coil~Y 
dictory results concerns the din:rsity of issues in elections. As discussed earlier, much of 
theor); on this topic assumes that elections are fought only over the issue of red•su. ~,u, .... ~,... 
However, elections vary in the number of policy issues that enter into campa•gns, 
wealth inequality may be only one of these issues. Consequently, even if rising ineq 
produces more lower-income voters relative to wealthier voters, it may be that very 
i11dividuals cast their vote on the issue of redistribution. UnfortiU1ately, relaxing this 
tion or determining the salience of redistribution in the election proves remarkably 

One approach is to look not at particular elections but rather at the makeup ~f 
par ties and their supporters. A number of papers have fo und that U.S. states vary m 
degree to which parties organize around the issue of income (Brown 1995; Jennings 1 
Wealthy indh·iduals are much more likely to be Republican in some l>"tates but are not at 
more likclv to be Republican in others. In states polarized by income, elections may 
frequently' focus on inequali ty and redistribution. Thus, one explanation for these rt'>l~rralW 
tory resul ts is that research has tested these theories across all states rather than 
polarized states. 

To mv knowledge, researchers have not investigated this possibility. 1 have 
the analysis testing whether grmving inequality fosters Democratic electoral success 
income-polarized states, but I 6nd no e''idence of a relationship. ln other words, mc~QtJau 
Jhlls to favor. Democrats in states that are olarizccl b.): income. AI this 

~------------
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FIGURE 21.3 Channes in the Perccnla[fe rif Democrats b)' Chooses in Inequality o1rcr Five- Year 
Periods from 1 976 and I 995 
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finding fails to support the argument that these theories are more applicable to states 
polarized by income, other research is more supportive. 

. For instance, in one of the more interesting U.S. state-level analyses of weUare poli-
ctes, Edward T. Jennings ( 1979) investigates the influence of income polarization on the 
parties' redistributive poucies. Instead of assuming that electora.l competition forces parties 
to converge to cl1e median vote1·, he argues that the generosity of wellare programs depends 
~n the parties' respective constituencies, the degree to which the parties are polarized by 
tncome, and which party controls government. Within states with class-based electoral 
~ystems, redistribution t ends to increase when the party or faction with lower- and work
lOg-class support gains contro l of government. To test his theory, he categorizes selected 
States between 1938 and 1970 as divided along class Jines or not so divided . While earlier 
research lound tJmt Democratic versus Republican control of government has little influence 
on welfare spending (Dye 1966; Hofferbert 1966; Winters 1976), he fmds that, in states 
that clearly have a party that represents lower-income inclh,iduals, welfare generosity in
creases to the extent that that party gains power, confmnLng his hypothesis. 1~ 

A few recent papers have employed data on the partv S)•stems across states and thei1· r ul d fi J · ' ' ' es ts ten to con rm cnnmgs s theory, suggesting that further research into polarization 
resolve some of the con and redistribution 
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1995; Brown and Wright 1992; Paddock 1998; Stonecash 1999). Using CBS News/ 
· Times national polls aggregated from 1976 to 1988, Robert D. Brown (1995) .... •n•rn~.._ 
group bases of party identification by state, finding, for instance, the extent to 
wealthy individuals arc more likely to be Republicans in some states compared with 
Instead of focusing solely on income when studying the cleavages straddled by the 
he also looks at race, religion, education, gender, rural versus urban, and union 
ship. He then classifies state party systems into three groups: southern cleavage, 
party support differs primarily by race; New Deal, where the parties divide over 
versus Catholic and income; and post-f ew Deal, which combines race- and mc:onle...J!IIII 
party cleavages. Brown suggests that only the New Deal states have party systems 
organize around the classic issues of redistribution. Following Jennings, Brown finds 
Democratic Party control corresponds with higher welfare CJI:penditures in New Deal 
but not in other states." 

Thus, this evidence suggests that party systems polarized by income behave in a 
ner more consistent with some of the theories on redistribution. Further research 
whether rising inequality leads to greater redistribution in polarized states, and into 
related predictions, seems warranted. Rising inequality may also foster the de•vel1:>prner1tl 
the class-based party systems described by Jennings. However, as discussed earlier, the 
research that has investigated this possibility at the national level finds no evidence 
rising inequality has increased the association between income and partisan 
the United States (McCarty, Poole, and Rosenthal 2003). 

Although much research has investigated the relationship between income 
and income redistribution at the cross-national level, very little has investigated this 
ship at the state level in the United States. The evidence is somewhat mixed on 
inequality leads to higher or lower AFDC benefits. The literature reviewed in this 
suggests primarily that there is much to be done. Some findings suggest that part of 
explanation for the contradictory results is that rising inequality may not lead to D10f 
lower-income voters because poorer individuals are less likely to vote. Evidence that~ 
inequality has failed to lead to greater Democratic electoral success in U.S. states providii 
indirect support for this suggestion. The contradictory results may also arise because of dlii 
problematic assumption made by much of the theory in this area that elections focus exdqjl 
sively on the issue of redistribution. Researchers have also yet to apply to AFDC poJkl 
much of the theory developed for and applied to cross-national data. For instance, tt,j 

searchers have yet to test theories about social affinity or mobility. 

MEDICAID 

Enacted in 1965, Medicaid is the primary vehicle for providing the poor and near-poor witl 
access to health services. Medicaid is the third-largest source of health care insurance in 
United States behind employer-based coverage and Medicare. ln 1998 Medicaid covered 
percent of the total U.S. population, up from 9.1 percent in l978 (U.S. Department 
Health and Human Services 2000, 6). States spent over 14 percent of their general 
and 44 percent of federal funds provided to them on Medicaid in 1999 (27). The 
government's share of Medicaid costs, which has ranged &om about 50 to 77 percent 
total state spending, is determined by a formula based on states' per capita incomes. 
administer Medicaid within federal guidelines and receive federal funds contingent 
their compliance with federal standards regulating the type and amoWlt of services, 
eligibility determination policies, and state provider payment policies. However, 
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tho~c guidelines states can enact more generous Medicaid hcnefhs by expanding their pool 
of recipients or by offering more service~ to each enrollee. Federal law requires states to 
cover all citizens who qualifled for AFDC, so states could reduce Medicaid costs by trim
ming their welfare rolls. States c:an also choose to cover other groups, such as the medically 
needy. 

There is less research on the relationship between inequality and Medicaid policy than 
on inequality and welfare policy. Early cross-sectional research on the determinants of state 
~!edicaid poBcy was methodologically flawed: it examined Medicaid expenditures rather 
than policy. As Russell Hanson ( 1984, 313- 1 5) argues, the aggregated spending measures 
used in these studies do not directly reflect policy decisions. Although Medicaid is one of a 
fe\\ key programs that redistribute income to the poor, researchers have not tested for a 
relationship between inequality and the generosity of Medicaid policy. Charles Barrilleau.x 
and Mark Miller's ( 1988) review of this literature docs not mention research on inequality 
as a determinant of state Medicaid policy. 

As discussed earlier, income inequality could influence policy on redistribution either 
by cl1anging the parties' policy positions or by increasing the likelihood that the party that 
represents those with lower incomes will gain control of government. However, ·the evi
dence presented in the previot•s section suggests that inequali ty does not increase the elec
toral success of Democratic candidates, even in states where Democrats are most likely to 
represent poorer individuals. Studies have also found mixed results on the relationship be
tween party control and the generosity of Medicaid programs (Barrilleaux and Miller 1988; 
Hanson 1984; Kronebusch 1997). Using better measures of state policy on Medicaid, Col
leen M. Grogan ( 1994, 1996) and Thad Kousser (2002) find some effect of party control of 
government. 

Future research must further investigate the relationships between inequality and party 
control, but other research suggests that nonpolitical factors determine Medicaid policy. A 
number of rescarcl1ers l1ave suggested that interest groups, such as health prm'.iders, play a 
large role in determining Medkaid policy (Barrilleaux and Miller 1988; Grogan 1994, 
1996). Barrilleaux and Miller ( 1988) flncl that the demand for Medicaid-paid health care, 
measured by the numher of recipients, affects neither the supply of services nor the relative 
Medicaid spending efforts of states' citizens. Instead, the supply of services is the driving 
force in determining both demand and spending effort (sec also Hanson 1984; Kronebusel1 
1997) . They conclude that Medicaid budgets, which constitute large portions of state and 
national budgets, are at the mercy of relatively small and well-organized interests. 
. Medicaid policy provides a dependent variable well suited for studying the impact of 
Inequality on redistribution because of the tremendous funds that state governments devote 
to this program and the discretion they have had, at least since t he 1980s, in implementing 
Medicaid. 

TAX PROGRESSIVITY 

Unlike welfare and Medicaid programs, tax progressivity directly affects individuals in the 
tniddle of the income distribution. Although researchers have Linked changes in the tax 
structure to rising inequality in other countries, such as the United Kingdom Uohnson and 
Webb 1993), as of the late 1990s researchers have apparently not made such a link in the 
United States. The research re,,iewed earlier provided some suggestion that inequality influ
ences public policy decisions ahout redistribution. Does inequality influence tax progre.s
sivit:y? 
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Because of a lack of data over time on tax progressivity, little systematic research 
investigated its determinants at the federal or state b·el. Public finance economists 
other researchers have extensh·ely studied tax burdens. They have not focused on 
explains changes in tax progressivity (see, for instance, Katz, Mahler, and Franz 
Musgrave and Musgrave 1989; Pechman L986). 

Michael Allen and John Campbell ( 1994) have undertaken tl1e only study that 
gates the determinants of fede ral tax progressivity, but they do not consider the 
influence or income inequality and look only at income tax. Using data from 1916 to 
they measure progressivity as the difference between the etlcctive tax rates paid by 
ate- income and high-income fami lies. (Low-income groups do not pay income tax.) 
results suggest that macroeconomic and government fiscal conditions primarily 
changes in tax progressivity, though often in unexpected directions. As with some of 
literature on welfare and Medicaid, they conclude that the partisan composition of PO'VeJ!II••• 

ment has little influence on effective tax rates. 
Although Allen and Campbell ( 1994, 181) do not explicitly address inequality, a few 

their explanatory variables suggest indirect links. For instance, they find that inc:re;w!lli"" 
unemployment corresponds with decreased t<L'C progressivity. They suggest that 
elites often reduce taxes on high-income groups, apparently to foster economic 
when unemployment rises. High unemployment tends to correspond with periods of hielllftll• 
inequality in the United States, suggesting a possible indirect relationship with incomep, 
inequality. 18 

As discussed earlier, income inequality could influence policy on redistribution either 
by changing the parties' position on this issue or by increasing the likelihood that the par'IJ 
representing those with lower incomes will win elections. Allen and Campbell's ( 1994) 
work suggests that the latter is unlikely because Democratic control of Congress or the 
presidency has not corresponded with greater effective tax progressivity. Benjamin Page 
( 1983, 49) argues that because the nominal tax rates published in the tax schedules ans 
more progressive than the rates that individuals pay, the nominal rates are largely symbolic. 
Thus, partisan control may have stronger dl'ects on the symbolic component of income taX 

in terms of nominal rates than in terms of effective rates, precisely the result found' by Allen 
and Campbell (1994, 182- 83). Although the coefficient for Democratic president suggests a 
modest positive effect on income tax progressivity, this and their other political variables 
have a stronger impact on symbolic tax progressivity, which they measure as the difference 
between the nominal and effective income tax rate paid by very high-income families. Thus, 
it seems unlikely that income inequality could influence effective tax progressivity by chang· 
ing partisan control of the federal government. 

Research has more explicitly addressed the influence of income inequality on state talC 

progr·essivity. Unfortunately, estimates of state-level tax progressivity exist for only a few 
periods; moreover, they depend 0 11 maJ1Y assumptions about the distribution of tax bw·denf 
and often include local taxes, over which states exert some control (Hanson 1996, 
Donald Phares (1973) calculated tax progresshity measures fo r 1962, and an on•aniza"tlOil'! 
called Citizens for Tax Justice (CTJ) calculated a measure for 1985, 1991, and 1996. •" 
measures suggest that taxes at the state level are regressive. In Phares's index, only 
ware had a progressh·e tax system. By the early 1990s, six states appeared to have 
gressive tax systems. Based on a family of four, the measures !'rom 1991 suggest that 
average state-level tax burden for the poorest quintile was 12.6 percent. For the weal 
quintile it was 8.4 percent. 

The Phares and Citi~erJ,s ~or Tax Justice measure~ of !>tatl' l<L'< progressivity have 
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spaw11ed a few papers in the state-level literature on the determinant.." of progressivity. The 
only paper that tests for a relationship between state-b·el tax progresshity and income 
inC<luality is Jacobs and Waldman ( 1983). Using Phares's ( 1973) measure of tax progres
si,·il)' for 1962 and a Gini measw·e (Hopkins 1965) for state-level inequality, they find that 
greater inequality is associated with more progressive tax systems. 

1oting that greater income inequality corresponds cross-sectionally \vith greater tax 
progressivity but also- at least in some studies- with lower levels of welfare and Medicaid 
generosity, Jacobs and Waldman ( 1983, 56 1) speculate that pronounced economic stratifica
tion has fomented intense but fleeting populist movements that may have had a lasting effect 
on the tax code. 

More recent analyses find conflicting results on the determinants of tax progressivity; 
none mention income inequality. Some studies Bod that party competition COJTesponds with 
increased tax progressh;ty (Lowery 1987; Martinez 1997), and others find no relationship 
(Morgan 1994).10 A few studies lind that states that arc more conserYative ha\·e less pro
gre~sh·e tax structures (Erikson, Wright, and Mciver 1993, 83- 85; Martinez 1997). 

A number of authors have suggested that political factors have less infl uence on tax 
progressivity than on other reclistributive state policies because the history of state and 
federal tax policy appears to constrain changes in states' tax policy (Hansen 1983; Morgan 
1994, 521- 22) . For irlstance, David Lowery ( 1987) Hnds that states that introduced an 
income tax before 1960 tend to have more progressive tax systems (see also Berch 1995). 
Income taxes are a more progressive alternative to property and sales taxes. After the 
introduction of the federal income tax, states became less likely to introduce d1cir own 
income taxes, and thus they have remained less progressh·e. However, other research has 
failed to support this conclusion (Martinez 1997; Morgan 1994). 

As with Medicaid, research has only begun to investigate the relationship between 
income inequality and tax progressivity. However, the results found by Lowery ( 1987), 
Hansen ( L983), and Morgan ( 1994) suggest that historical accidents may restrict states' 
abili ty to alter the p1·ogressivity of their taxes. Thus, future research into tax progressivity, 
at least at the state level, may be less promising than research into welfare and Medicaid. 

OTHER POLICIES 

This review has not addressed a number of other policies that redistribute wealth. The 
reason for their exclusion varies by policy. 

Although T have focused on state policies that redistribute through t<L'Ces and transfers, 
states may also influence the distribution of market incomes through a number of policies. 
One such policy is the minimum wage. As the real value of the federal minimum wage 
declined during the 1980s, thirteen states enacted minimwn wages above the federal level. 
?avid S. l ee (1999) finds that these states, ceteris paribus, experienced less growth in 
Inequality in the lower tail of the distribution, particularly for women (see also Card and 
l<•:u~ger 1995; DiNardo, Fortin, and Lemieux 1996). One study found that changes in the 
lllinunum wage e"-'Plain ab~ut 25 percent of the overall increase in the wage dispersion for 
lllen and 0\·er 30 percent lor women (DiNardo, Fortin, and Lemieux 1996). ln 2003. ten 
States had a minimum wage abO\·e the federal level.11 Unfortunately, Tesearchers have not 
systematically studie~ the ~cter~ants of changes in the minimum· wage. Since few states 
have made changes m thmr mm•murn wage laws, there may be too li ttle variation for 
systematic analysis. 

State governments can aJso redistribute income with lmcmployment insurance, a state 
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program ,vith federal minimum standards. 1n the 1940s almost I 00 percent of nn••m•~• ... 
individuals received some sort of unemployment insurance. However, this rate had 
dramatically by the mid-1980s, faWug below 50 percent, and it has remained just 
level since then (Matthews, Kan<lllov, and Maxwell 2002). Very little research has 
gated or even noted this decline, with the exception of Blank and Card ( 1991) and 
thews and his colleagues (2002). The latter authors test for an effect of partisan 
government, but they find mixed results. Futw·e research on unemployment insurance 
icy seems worth pursuing. 

States may also be able to influence the <llstribution of market incomes with 
affecting levels of unionization. Some studies have linked growing inequality in the 
States with the dec)jne of unions. Martina Monis and Bruce Western ( 1999, 644) 
from their review of the literature that the decline ln unionization in the United 
accounts for roughly 20 percent of the increase in earnings inequality since the 
Right-to-work laws are one of the only relevant and easily observable union-related 
that state legislatures enact. Business interests have forcefully pushed for such laws, 
labor interests have Jought them vehemently (Gall 1988). 

State governments can also redistribute income through education, housing 
energy aid, and other programs, but Tesearchers have not yet explored the ue,ternnncults:::j 
these policies and have only begun to investigate their impact on inequality. 

With the exception of income taxes, this literature review has also ignored the 
cnce of inequality on federal re<llstributive policy. Although states control a great 
redistributive policy in the United States, the federal government continues to affect 
inequality through a number of policies. For instance, of the more than $300 billion 
federal government spent on income-tested programs in 2000, about 10 percent 
food st'amps (U.S. Department of Commerce 2002, no. 515). State governments ad.rnini~ 
this program, but the U.S. Congress sets food stamp benefit levels, giving state 
ments no control. Future research could investigate ·whether inequality influences COJlfl'~ 
sional voting on food stamp benefits. 

CONCLUSION 

Income inequaHty has increased markedly in the United States since the 1960s, but 
tributive benefits appeat· to have decreased. Although scholars have developed many the:odlg 

relating income inequality to redistributive policy, little research has attempted to exlpllll!M 
the decline in welfare benefits. Unlike the cross-national literature, scholars have rnnn••ld:el 

fe"v theoretically informed, politically oriented time-series analyses of the determinants 
re<llstributive policy in the United States, and only a couple have included inequality as 
causal factor. Much of the existing research focus~ on state governments' welfare 
it has not investigated the relationship between rising income inequality and either 
progressivity or Me<llcaid policy, to which states devote vast resources. . 

The research reviewed here pres.ents contra<llctory evidence on the relationship 
tween income inequaHty and re<llstributive policy: some evidence suggests that 
inequaHty has led to greater redistribution, and other research suggests the opposite. 
income inequality has increased markedly in most U.S. states, state governments have 
their welfare benefits less gener0us, not more so. 

The inost frequently employed theories linking inequality to redistribution suggest 
greater inequality leads to greater redistribution. The researCh and preliminary results 
in this review suggest some problems with the mechanisms underlying such theories. 
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instance, most assume that greater inequality should lead to more lower-income voters, to 
,vhom can<lldates can appeal by promising redistribution. However, preliminary results sug
gest that greater inequauty is not associated with increased electoral success by Democratic 
candidates, who more often promise redistributive policies. In part, the lack of such a 
relationship may arise because lower-income individuals are less likely to vote. Thtlli, in
equality may lead to relatively more lower-income individuals, but not to more lower
jncome voters-and maybe even fewer. 

Given the interest in this topic evident in cross-national research, it seems ukely tl1at 
interest in the U.S. case 'viU rise. This literature review supplemented with preliminary 
analysis provides a basis for this future research. 

NOTES 

1. The results of Hacker ancl his colleagues (2003) are based on estimate.s of Gini coc!Ticicnts for a sub~;.1mple 

of the Luxembourg Jncome Study (LIS), 1981 to 1998, and include up to twelve nations in any given year; 

see also Kenworthy ( 1998). 

2. Early examples of the application of the m edian voter theory to redistribution .in the United States that do 

not address inequality include Orr ( 1976) and Roberts (1984, L985). 

3. Larry Bartels (2003) provides an example of political parties in the United States having an apparently 

profoundly different impact on · income inequality. He finds that w hile Democratic -administrations at the 

federal level have corresponded with little m· no growth in income inequality, Republican administrations 

~re associated with substantial ina·eases. His analysis suggests that inequal\ty, measured by the ratio of 

incomes at the eightieth percentile of the income distribution to those at the twentieth percentile, would 

actually have decreased slightly had Democrats contmllecl the Wb.ite House throughout the last thirty 

years, while continuous Republican control would have caused inequality to increase more than 80 percent 

faster than it actua lly has. William Berry and his colleagues ( 1998) provide time·series measures of state, 

par ty, and ideology from 1960 to 2000. 'rheir data are available through the Interuniversity Consortium 
for Political and Social Research (ICPSR) website, www.icp$T.wnich.edu (search for study 1208). 

4. The Gini coefficients are from Langer (1999) and are available from www.u.arizona.edu/-'lla.nger/ 

r.eplicalion- datru;ets.htm. She calculates the Gini coefficients from CPS data and thus must usc the censu$ 

definition of income, which excludes capital gains, poorly measures cap·ital income, und.;rstate.~ the 
amount of cash received by the poor, and subjects the data to top·coded maximum values. One might. 

want to use the Gini coefficients for market or factor income, d1at Js, income before taxes and n·anslcrs. 

Andrew Bernard and Bradford Jensen ( 1998) provide a similar analysis for census data, 1970, 1980, and 

1990, on the 90- 10 difference in the log of real wages controlling for education . experience, race. and 
other characteristics. Their paper also presents their estimates fo1· each state for all three census years 

(table 6). A number of papers by economists ]mve used other measures of inequality in U.S. states; see, for 

illStance , Borjas and Ramey 1994, L995; Lee 1999; Topel 1993. 
5. Their paper claims to be the first of its kind , and a cited reference search suggests that no paper has since 

cited it . 

6. Jacobs (1980) used measures of inequality that should have l'ai·ied in their sensitivity to different parts of 
the income distribution. He found that a census-based measure of inequality, wb.ich is more sensitive to 

differences between low and middle incomes, c!)rrelates more highly with measures of public policy than 

does an income tax measure of inequali~y, which is more sensitive to differences bctw~en middle and nigh 
inco111es. 

7. A second litera.ture has more directly coltlpared· the benefits of government spending with taxes paid by 
derh•iug an index of redistribution for each state: see DeLeon ( 1973) ahd Uslancr and Webbe1· (1975). 
However, researChers have criticized these ratios and no longer appeal' to use them (Hanson 1984, 313·-
15; Jaaobs and Waldma-n 1983). Only Hay<!ll and Slotlje (1989) report tlnding no re.lati011s!lfp between 
state-level inequality and expenditures on wel.Iare. 
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A welfar" hcnefi l.'l dataset is availah].., on Robert Moffitt's home page: www.cc;on .jhu.edu/ 

DataSets.html. 
A potential ohjct:tion i~ that the federal government funded a majority of the AFDC program, 
compaa·i~ons across states potentially problematic because fed eral funding varied to some c.xtcn.l by 

income. However, federal funding should bias the result in fa,·or of the median vot<'r ~1ypo1hesas llcc:aulir.:l 

states that hat! high-income inequality also tended to be poor and thtL< received more lr~cral funding. 

Much of the data used in this paper and an expanded dataset from 1960 anti 1998 are ava•lablc on Mof1Uti 

home page (see note 8). The Urban Institute's website (http:/ /aliJe.urban.org/AFDo" nload.html) has tit 

archive of state-level AFDC data . 
For irutance, as they acknowledge, their median ,·oter model assumeS that people cast their votes hued. 
only on the issue of welfare generosity. They assume that poliq converges to the position of the m~ 
voter, and they do not Investigate the impact of party control of government. . 
For a list of their control variables, sec Hill. Leigbley, and Hinton-Andersson ( 1995, 78). lbcar dataset Is 
aval lable from: www.pubadm.fsu.cclu /archives/1995/hlll/hilll.htlnl. 
This estimate represents something of an average between the cross-sectional rclauoaJ~hip and the acroq. 

time relationship. The croso-sectional relationship in any given year is larger. 
1 

Specifically, Husted ,md Kenny ( 1997) m easure lower-income voter tumout at the count~ ~cvel as a states 
averuge county median family income, weighted by the number voting in the county, dav11lcd by average 

county median fami ly Income, weighted by the county's voting-age population. 
This result holds in regression analyses with lhed e ffects for states and years, and with varying lags on 

inec1uality. . . 
For an excellent review or the a·esearch on party control of government and ..:xpcmhturcs Ill U.S. statef, 

see Bcslcy and Cas<' (2003). 
Th<!re ar(' some concerns, however, with Brown's (1995) analysis. He provides no standard errors ~ 
confidence intervals for his estimates of group support for parties, nor does be provide any time trends• 
these difference~ may simply arise by chance. More important, the classification of state cleavages into 

New Deal, post- New Deal, and southern seems somewhat arbitrary. He does not test whether >la~o 
differ signillcantly from each other or from the national averuge. If one is primarily concerned w1th 

redistribution, as Brown is, why not primarjly investigate cleavages by income? 
Alan Blinder .md Howard Esaki ( 1978) fmd that a 1.0-percentage-point rise in unemployment dccreasca 

the income share of the lowest quintile by 0.13 of a percentage point. Some evidence suggests.~ 
Democratic presidents arc associatetl with lower income inequality in part because they pur~uc poliCieS 

that increase employml'nt (Bartels 2003; Hibbs 1987; Hibbs and Dennis 1988). 

Sec the CTJ website at: www.ctj.org. . line 
Micl1ael Martinez's (1997) data on tax progressh;ty as well as his explanatory variables arc available on 

at: www.pubadm.fsu.cclu/archivesl997 / martincz / martjnezl.html. 
For a rnap noting '"'riations in state minimum wages, see Department of Labor, Employment Standaxda 

Administration, Wage and Hour Division, ''Minimum Wage Law~ in the St<ltes," at: www.dol.govl_esal 

minwagc/ america. htm. The January issues of the Monthly Labor Renew from the Bureau o f Labor SraustiCI 

contain an annual ~ummaa·y of rhe previous year 's proposed and enacted state labor legislation (Lee 19
99, 

10 19). 
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Chapter 22 

Income Distribution and Public Social Expenditure: 
Theories, Effects, and Evidence 

Lars Osberg, Timothy M. Smeeding, and Jonathan Schwabish 

Political irrelevance not withstanding, inequality is exacting a considerable cost on the society and turning 

attention to it would hardly be "frivolous." 
- Eugene Smolensky. "Income lnequaHty: A Conversation with Bob Lampman" (2002) 

W
hat is the relationship between economic inequality and public social expenditure? 
Why might it matter? 

Income distribution and social spending have long been analyzed by both economist: 
and political scientists. More than seventy years ago, R. H. Tawney (1931/1964, 133, 121 : 
discussed the growth and significance of public provision for education, health, and socia 
services and noted that "the standard of living of the great mass of the nation depends, nol 
merely on the remuneration which they are paid for their labour, but on the social income 
which they receive as citizens." He saw the expansion of such public spending for "purpose! 
of common advantage" as the primary route to overcome inequalities of opportunity anc 
circumstance. In his now-classic book, G0sta Esping-Andersen ( 1990) has more recent!) 
argued that there are significant differences between countries in the processes that deter
mine public social spending and that these socioeconomic forces are shaped by the nature o~ 
states and thcir differences. 

Tllis chapter represents an attempt to contribute further to tllis tradition . We begin 
with an overview of some recent literature and data on the relationship between inequality 
and public social expenditure. We follow the tradition of much of this research and focus or. 
developed nations- developing and Third World countries are left in the background. ' 

Even among the world 's affiucnt nations there are many different channels by whicl 
goods and services are distributed. Although non-excludable goods, such as national defens~ 
and clean air, are provided to all citizens of a nation and by their nature are l)Ot subject tc 
socla] or economic standing within the nation, governments also take economic, social, and 
~ral stances on the distribution of income or consumption among their citizens. These 
''~ews help shape the actual inequality " ';th which goods and services are distributed 
throughout the nation. 
.. .Throughout this chapter, we refer to two meanings of the terms "inequality" and 
redlstribulion." Income redistribution tlu·ough tax and transfer systems may alter the in· 

equality of outcomes (as in the Temporary Assistance to Needy Famj\ies lTANI?I program in 
the United States). As well, redistributive programs may attempt to equalize the prospective 
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